Williams Mix by John Cage

- Guy walking, footstep sounds, holding flowers.
- Grass?
- Sidewalk, road.
- Portal randomly appears, guy falls off to meet lady.
- Falling through some alternate dimension, constantly shifting thing, background throughout.

Music:

- 0:03-0:04: Satellite zooms through and maybe astronaut.
- 0:05-0:06: Horn.
- 0:06-0:07: Galaga ship.

- Ship zooms over head, chasing enemy.

- 0:09:10: Truck backing up.
- 0:17:18: Video of frog jumping across guy tracks movement.

- 0:25:31: Celebrity or politicians head.
0:58 - 1:00

crying baby doll

1:00 - 1:02

croq returns

find busy section

random collage of different images

edge of dimension recedes

clapping

clapping

credits